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Notes to Introduction slide above 

Hello, my name is Lucy Breytenbach, this is Jessa and Grace (A 

diabetes alert dog in training) 

My company is Just Dogs Behaviour and we do everything we 

can to make the lives of dogs and their human counter parts 

pleasant, relaxed and more importantly fun! 

We hold consultations and behaviour modification sessions for 

dogs in need, 

We have a walking and socialisation service, a group training 

academy with puppy school, and also do petsitting and pretty 

much anything that we can in order to help dogs and their 

people thrive. 



RRSA Volunteers Workshop 

• Canine Body Language 

– Basic 

– Calming 

– Warning 

• Approaching a strange dog 

• Transporting or moving a strange dog 

• Introducing a dog to your family 

– What now? 

 



Notes to RRSA Volunteers slide above 

I’m here today to talk to you about canine body language, 

how to approach a strange dog, how to transport or move 

a strange dog, and introduce it to your family/foster home/ 

other pets as well as behavioural signs to look out for in 

selecting the correct home for a dog and dealing with 

minor behavioural issues. 



Canine Body Language 
The Basics – Meet Meep 

• Mouth 

• Eyes 

• Ears 

• Tail 

 

• Movement 

• Expression 

• Experience 

• Posture 



Notes to Canine Body Language slide 

above 

Mouth – Content = slightly open, tongue relaxed or lolling to one side, panting 

Eyes – Content = relaxed, soft, open 

Ears – Content = normal position 

Tail – Content = wagging enthusiastically, floor thumping, relaxed movement 

Movement normal in relation to stimulus – loosely based on our expectations of the 

dog 

Expression – relaxed face 

Experience – Socialised? Age? Health? 

Posture – Content = One paw tucked, relaxed, wiggling back end, turning over, 

play bow, 

FLUID AND RELAXED / COMMUNICATING JOY / CONFIDENCE / DESIRE TO 

PLAY OR INVITE ATTENTION – Distance decreasing signals. 

 

Aroused: 

Ears forward - Mouth closed - Eyes intense - Body rolled forward / tense - Tail high, 

slow deliberate wag possibly or still 

READY TO CHASE A BALL – INTENSE FOCUS, WOULD NOT WANT TO BE 

DISTURBED NOW. 



Distance 

Increasing  

vs  

Distance 

Decreasing 



Notes to Dog Lingo slide above 

Thanks to NSPCA – this is a basic guideline for how the dog is feeling. 

When we talk about experience, we talk about looking at the animal as 

a whole, what is going on and has been going on in its environment? 

Distance increasing VS distance decreasing behaviour, approach or 

not approach? 

 

In the welfare and rescue world you will most likely come up against 

fearful dogs, who are simply confused by the situation and not sure 

what to do. 

As well as these obvious body postures they may be showing what we 

call ambivalent signals wherein they are trying to decide how to react, 

these signals include: 

Paw lifting, side glancing, looking away and back at you again, hyper 

vigilance and even calming signals. 



Calming Signals 



Notes to Calming Signals slide above 

There are many ways in which this communication system is developed over 
time, and these are the basic points of communication. 
Calming signals = have a general de-rousing effect in a variety of contexts for 
the dog itself and others around them.  
Tend to be shown in a socially stressful situation, even if there is no resource 
dispute.  
 
Calming signals can be given by the more confident dog as a way of saying 
“don’t worry, I’m not going to attack you”;  
OR they can be used by dogs feeling threatened as a way of saying “don’t 
attack me, I’m no threat – calm down man!” 
OR by one dog who wishes to communicate (in effect) “cool it, guys” to other 
dogs. placing themselves in between conflicting parties 
Peacemaker.  
 
The natural calming signals used instinctively by dogs include: 
Head turning, blinking, yawning, slow movements. 
moving in an arc rather than approaching head on 
sniffing the ground 
sitting or lying down 
turning the head aside 
blinking, averting eyes, turning away 
And licking the lips (a lot of people don’t recognise this as a signal of internal 
conflict for the dog. 



A Communication System 

• Calming Signals 

• Ambivalent Signals 

• Curious / Anticipatory 

• Arousal 

• Dominance 

• Submission 

 

To FIGHT? 

To FLIGHT? 

To FIDDLE ABOUT? 



Notes to Communication System slide 

above 
We are constantly building a communication system with our dogs, and observing their 
communication experience with other dogs and animals. 
Here are some basic doggy communication techniques to recognise. 
 
Ambivalent – thinking face, generally flight thoughts 
Curious/anticipatory – thinking with intent – ready to rumble and take action 
FIGHT FLIGHT FIDDLE ABOUT?? 
Arousal – can occur very quickly for a variety of stimuli, is not necessarily a good thing, increased 
arousal = decreased thought patterns / decision making / memory 
 - to stay calm is SO important to avoid poor communication decisions 
Dominance and submission – always a talking point. Not a personality trait, but a behaviour over a 
resource (food/friends/people/toys/space/status)  
Dominant behaviour however can be shown in a social context in order to establish rank, it is not 
necessarily aggression related, but a means of communication – if anything, if properly understood 
by an experienced lesser dog, it can prevent aggression completely. It can simply be walking up and 
giving a look and stance saying - “I own this place” received with “okay I am walking away”  
You don’t get Dominant dogs, it is fluid. One dog may be dominant over sleeping spots, and the other 
over food, it is all based on how the dog has learnt to manipulate the situation and worked out a 
method that gets him what he wants. 
In the oposite way, submission is a “non threat behaviour” in order to diffuse a possible conflict 
situation quickly.  
Most dogs will show submissive behaviour to show respect but also if they feel under threat, this is 
usually accompanied by calming signals, and again, can simply be moving away from a resource or 
giving it away, rather than a full belly up posture all of the time. 





Notes to Body Language of Fear slide 

above 

Wouldn’t it be great if every dog clearly showed us that 

they don’t want to be approached? Like these two? 

Unfortunately dogs have such a broad communication 

system (of which we barely notice most of the time) that 

they show us their signals, and we often over look them 

until it is too late. Again here are some subtle calming 

signals by Sophia Yin. They are SO important to look out 

for when you want to approach a dog, especially if you 

don’t know the dog. 



Warning Systems 



Notes to Warning Systems slide above 

So as you can see in the BSAVA aggression ladder, dogs 

can climb the ladder, showing us all of these signals of 

which we often do not recognise until they start growling. 

Some dog breeds have been bred to not show these 

behaviours as they were bred for fighting, so their threat 

would not be obvious to the opponant. 

 

Dogs with little experience, or in a stressful situation may 

RUN up this ladder, skipping steps as they go, a normal 

calm AND EXPERIENCED dog would generally climb rung 

by rung, giving its opponant chances as they go.  



DON’T 

GROWL! 



Notes to Growl slide above 

Growling. A normal communication that should be 

respected. In the same way we may say please go away, I 

am feeling uncomfortable with you. 



Should I approach? 



Notes to Approach slide above 

Now, when making the decision to approach, you should take all of this into 

consideration. 

 

You need to look at the dogs experience, if you know the dog it is generally 

pretty easy to judge how he will act towards you, even if feeling scared. 

Most of the time you will be coming up against dogs in stressful situations, 

maybe running around in the street in a panic, hiding in a corner or under a 

car, or even chained up in a yard in certain abuse situations. 

 

Your approach should be slow, calm and non-threatening. IF you see any 

warning signs you should immediately change your behaviour, remember how 

quickly a dog can become aroused and with fear as the base for arousal, it 

rarely will go well. 

 

Just a note on belly up. Although it is a submissive behaviour, to show that the 

dog is no threat, it by no means that they will not bite. 

A dog will not generally like to be petted in this situation, it’s a frozen slow belly 

up that means I am no threat, move away. If you try to rub the dog at this 

point, that fear nipping or panic may set in if you approach incorrectly. 



Averting gaze 

Submissive grin 

Tail stiff 

Head tilt 

Tail slowly wagging 

Tail tucked 

Pilo-erection 

Lowered head 

Belly up 

Displacement 

behaviour 

- Sniffing 

- Fast tail wag 

- Appeasement 

Licking 

Yawning 

Panting 

Freezing 

Slow motion 

Paw lift 

Whale eye 

Cowering 

Stiffening 

Growling 

Mouth shut / stiff lips 

Ears back 

Brow furrowed 

Warning Signs 



Notes to Warning Signs slide above 

None – self-explanatory 



Your Body Language 

• Eyes 

• Hands 

• Posture 

• Movement 

• Voice 

• Caution 

 

How to approach 



Notes to Your Body Language slide above 

So, how should you approach? 
Keep your eyes soft and do not stare the dog directly in the eyes, this can be 
extremely threatening. 
Keep your hands loose and down, not up in the air or aiming towards the dog 
until they are comfortable enough for you to do so. 
Your posture, again must be relaxed, if you feel nervous, rather take a deep 
breath and relax yourself before approaching, or do not approach at all. 
You should lower your body, tip your shoulder down, extend your arm slightly if 
possible, and tilt your head down and away from the dog, imagine you’re are a 
dog and you want to show them calming signals, that are non threatening. 
Your movement should be slow and fluid, keep relaxed and do not make 
sudden movements, if the dogs state worsens, move away slowly and keep 
averting eye contact. Sit somewhere close by and talk softly. 
Whisper like you are talking to a child that needs to go to bed! Soft low tones 
are best, no excitement as an inexperienced dog may take this as a threat if 
he is not used to this kind of communication. talk a lot (it works as a nice 
distraction sometimes)  
Take caution, keep one leg up on your haunches to be ready to move away, 
you may approach, retreat, approach, retreat. 
Throughout, take note of the dogs body language 



Capture and Transport 

• Motivation 

• Slip leash 

• Muzzling 

• Walking 

• Restraining 

• Vehicle Transport 



Notes to Capture and Transport slide above 

Motivation, most dogs see the world through their tummies but anxiety and stress will prevent them 
from eating. NEVER offer a strange dog food from your hand directly. 
Rather slowly throw a few pieces in front of the dog wait for them to make the decision. and as they 
move towards it, reward with your voice in a clam but slightly happier tone. If it is a domesticated dog, 
it may respond to a squeaker or the rolling of a ball, things that the dog may recognise may relax it. In 
the same way, some dogs will jump into a car if you open the door, as habit. This is a good indication 
of their experience and background. 
 
If the dog starts to eat the food and move towards you, you should keep your body soft and perhaps 
even lean away even more. Allow them to sniff at you, and drop another piece of food closer to your 
body, again, at this stage do not offer from your hand, a dog can quickly regret their decision to go 
toward the food and snap at your hand. They may even sniff it, check your eyes and make their 
decision from there, so again, don’t stare them down whilst they are trying to suss you out. 
 
You may have had experiences in the past where you are able to approach and pick up a strange 
dog immediately, sometimes this works as you are not giving the dog the opportunity to respond 
negatively, they may comply through fear of what will happen if they don’t, but this does not mean 
that they are comfortable, it is something we call LEARNT HELPLESSNESS. Dogs can recover from 
it, but it is preferable that they do not get into this shut down state.  
 
Slip leash wide, need help, call for it – muzzling is usually easier with two people. Noose muzzle. 
Walking, never pull, rather encourage slowly and crouch down. Offer food on ground, talk softly. 
Restraining show 
Vehicle, if not crate, 2 people, if not, put them in back of car, if you have a leash on them, tie it to 
headrest or somewhere ot avoid them jumping all over the car, most will sit still with the movement. 
 
EXPLAIN FROM SLIP LEASH TO VEHICLE TRANSPORT TIPS  
Watch out for signs of stress, if you have made it this far, you should be able to talk softly to the dog 
and tell them their going to be okay. 



“Foster” Home Time 

• Neutral meetings 

• Voice and Attitude 

• Space 

• Speed 

• Sleeping / Feeding arrangements 

• Your family 

– Children / Cats / Dogs 



Notes to Foster Home Time slide above 

So, if you are able or willing to take in a foster dog, it is best to introduce it to your dogs in a neutral 
location, keep both dogs on leash if the area is not enclosed, or leave their leash on and drop it if 
they cannot get away, sometimes a rarely used front garden can work for this. If you have nowhere 
like this, and the new dog is able to walk on a leash, you could take all of the dogs for a walk together 
before entering the house, or at least the dogs in which you predict a problem. Hopefully if you are 
fostering you will have social receptive dogs, but I know often it is tricky to find fosters and so some 
dogs of these helpful fosters will have to learn to accept the new dog into their home. Walking is 
bonding, allow both dogs to sniff together if possible, keeping leashes loose and relaxed. Talking to 
both dogs and calling your own dog in every so often to reward by petting or treating. Show that the 
new dog is a good thing! 
 
Your voice and attitude should be relaxed, again, if you are too nervous, you either should not be 
fostering this particular dog, or should ask somebody who knows what to do to help you. 
Always make sure both dogs have adequate space, it is best to introduce one at a time rather than 
letting several dogs storm over. Being surrounded by dogs is often the same as being put in a corner, 
this is often why dogs react on the lead. Lack of space induces a panic response. Unable to flight, 
unable to fiddle about so what is left, FIGHT. Or at least show defensive aggression in ordr to avert 
the threat. Often this does not work in a conflict situation and will result in a fight. However, if you 
have a dog who is leash reactive, barking often causes the owner to walk on and away from the 
stimulus, thus the dog learns that barking aggressively works to avoid the threat, it’s a kind of flight. 
 
Your dogs must always come first. Feeding must be supervised or separated. If you are trying to get 
two dogs to bond, it is possible to feed each side of a gate or glass door, but far enough away for the 
dogs to not feel threatened. Sleeping should also be controlled, as you don’t know what may happen 
if you aren’t around. Your existing dogs will need to show the new dog who is in charge, this is not 
always aggressive but may involve dominant behaviour such as stancing, blocking, growling. If you 
see this, call the other dog away, or distract your own dog. 
 
Cats are always tricky.. Ensure the cat has somewhere to escape, I find feeding the cat at the same 
time as the dogs, on an elevated surface calms the cat a bit, it allows them to eat (self reward) in 
presence of the dog. Dogs will chase, whether for play or for prey, it is best to distract your dog away 
rather than tell them off. This can often be seen as the cat is the problem. 



Missing the signals that 

your dog is trying to tell 

you, can be extremely 

dangerous! 

 

“There was no warning” 



Notes to Think This Picture is Cute slide 

above 
None – self-explanatory 



What now? 

• Training 

• Sociability 

• Exercise 

• Stimulation 

 

 

• New home? 



Notes to What Now slide above 

The goal is always to re-home, you should contact a behaviourist to do an assessment on 

these areas.  

A dog who is social, trainable, well exercised and stimulated is much easier to re-home. Join a 

training club if you cannot train yourself, this has the added benefit of socialising at the same 

time in a controlled environment. 

 

Doing simple one by one mental stimulation exercises and games at home makes for a 

calmer more adjusted dogs, sometimes a short wlak around the block is enough to blow off 

some steam and see the outside world. If you have an extremely nervous dog, it is best to 

contact a behaviourist and take things slowly. 

 

So what kind of home the new dog should get will depend on a number of factors, mostly 

based on their experience. You may get a few surprises during fostering, it is best to allow for 

a settling period of 2 weeks if possible, before assessing the dog as it will not always show its 

true nature. 

 

Most problems can be solved with training and behaviour modification, others are more 

complex and need to be managed correctly rather than “fixed”. 

 

Think about what are they scared of? What makes them happy? What is their motivation? And 

match the home according to that. Again, a behaviourist should be able to assess the dog and 

tell you what kind of home they need to go to. I am also willing to help with assessments. 



A Few Training Tips 

• Jumping up 

• Walking on a loose leash 

• Stolen goods 

• Digging 

• Chewing/mouthing 

 

 

 



Notes to Training Tips slide above 

Often if you are walking a dog in a shelter, they will be extremely excited to 
see you come into their kennel, it is a good idea to have some ammo with you 
such as a treat or a rope toy to distract or redirect the dogs attention when you 
arrive. Teach them to sit by holding the treat up above their bottom, or at least 
wait for calm. You can also turn your back and actively ignore, but often this is 
not possible in a kennel. Reprimanding them never really works as negative 
attention is still attention and most dogs will take it or see it as a game. 
 
Dogs will always respond to your body language and mirror your attitude, stay 
calm. 
 
Leash - Changing direction, moving faster, calling back to treat, stopping and 
waiting. 
 
Stolen – always replace  
Furniture – always reward for correct behaviour afterwards 
Digging often means not stimulated enough, increase exercise and games, if 
still persists, give them somewhere to dig. 
 
Replacing arm, couch with appropriate chew item. 



Thank you! 

If you would like more information please contact me! 

Lucy Breytenbach 


